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Design of Shoulder Strapped Grass Cutter
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Abstract— Shoulder strapped grass cutting machine is being used in cutting grass, cleaning forest, gardening and maintenance of
playground. Studies shows that during operating this machine the operator suffers a lot of pain in neck, shoulder, arm, wrist and fingers.
Also the cutter blade is often damaged due to hindrance such as stones, bricks etc. coming in the path. Hence, we modified the design of
the machine by replacing the shoulder strap by a push carrier to wear machine weight and reduce vibrations, adjust the height of cut for
effective operation and ease of control. We also provided a casing to the blade for its protection from hindrances. Results after
performance evaluation shows that the modification in machine was ergonomically acceptable and user friendly.

operates manually. Materials used in this machine are wheel,
motor, wire, aluminium sheet.
C.B.MILLS improved the mower version by low emission
gasoline with catalytic converter to help reduce air pollution.
Thomas green and [1] sons introduced a mower which
used a chain drive to transmit power from roller to cutting
cylinder but they were slightly more expensive.
Edwin beared budding enabled the cutting of grass by
introducing a mechanism that could be mounted in a wheel
frame to make blades rotate close to surface.

I. INTRODUCTION
The elegant value of environment is a important factor in
modern society. Grass cutting plays a mojor role in
decoration of gardens, playgrounds, lawns etc. In early times
for cutting grass people used sickles, scabbards etc. With
advancement in science and technology various new
technique evolved in market .these machines replace the
sickles ,scabbard etc because it require less time, function
smoothly also easy to operate. Different Types of machine
are developed of various various purposes such as trimming
of hedge ,cutting of shrubs ,lawn mowing. Brush cutter
machine is also one of these type of machine which are
available in the market.
Brush cutters are being widely used for cutting grass,
heavy brushes ,over grown vegetation easily. The
performance characteristics of brush cutter is validation for
its growing and continuous utilization in agriculture
,playground and horticulture operation. It is less costly and
easy to operate hence people are interested in this product,
that’s why demand of this product in the market is very high.
Despite of these [2] standards ,there are deviation from ideal
situation often experienced from the use of such products like
risk of hand arm vibration, pain in shoulders and arm has
been reported . Blade failure due to impact of solid materials
is also one of the major drawback of this product . Muscle
stress and neuro [3] disorder is caused due to the existing
shoulder strap and handle design and also bearing load of the
machine is very uncomfortable.
Hence we tried to modify the design of the machine by
putting the load of the machine on a platform which is
supported by spring and wheel, so that the vibrations in
operation of the machine [5] can be minimized . We also
provided a casing to the blade for its safety from stones and
uneven ground.
Some of the researchers worked on this machine already
such as- Ms. Lanka Priyanka designed grass cutting machine
with tapered blade attached to grass cutter . The grass cutter

II. METHODOLOGY
During operating of grass cutting machine in our college,
we saw that machine is operated manually when whole
weight of machine is concentrated on the shoulder of operator
,due to which he got tired quickly ,also suffer from a lot of
pain and stress in whole body mainly in arms ,finger and
shoulder. The blade of machine broke when it come in
contact with solid obstacle like stone. Hence we decided to
modify the design by putting [4] the weight of machine on a
platform supported by a frame connected with wheels and the
handle of the machine is also connected to the frame to rotate
the machine. Wired casing is provided for the safety of the
blade from stone.
The machine consists of driving shaft which transmits
power, two stroke petrol engine , rotary blade connected to
the shaft ,and a handle for controlling the motion, casing of
the cutting blade.
Table 1: Components of the machine.
Features
Handle
Engine
Driving shaft length
Blade diameter
Rpm
Casing
Wheels
Cutting tool
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Specifications
Handle bars on each side
Two stroke petrol engine
1500mm
420mm
6500rpm
Wired casing
2 trolley wheels
Nylon head/metal blade
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While operation to prevent the direct contact of machine
with the body leather straps are provided ,with the help of
which the machine is hung on the shoulders .leather straps
also helps to reduce the amount of heat generated by the two
stroke engine from reaching the body. While operation the
operator swings the cutter head within the radius of full arm
in both directions to cut grasses.

Height adjuster:
The height can be adjusted by providing spinning roller
through which shaft is attached.
IV. CONCLUSION
(1) Operator can operate for minimum one and half hour.
(2) By providing height adjustment, height of cut can be
regulated, it also reduce transmission shaft length and
provide adjustment to handle orientation.
(3) The problem of operator like pain in neck, shoulder,
upper arm and finger by shoulder strapped grass cutter
can be resolved.

III. MACHINE MODIFICATION RESULT
(1) By shifting the heavy weight machine from the
shoulder of operator to a platform on which engine in
connected by a frame cause relaxation to operator
from stress and problem .
(2) By shifting the machine on platform effect of
vibration on the operator is also minimized.
(3) Since frame is connected to a movable wheel whose
movement is controlled by handle results in easy
operation of machine.
(4) The handle position can be modified and made
flexible to accommodate different height of operator.
(5) Blade damage is minimized by providing casing to the
blades.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of modified machine
Machine consists of two major units: The machine and
carrier.
Machine includes a two stroke engine, rotatory blade ,
transmission shaft and carrier includes roller wheel and
handle .
Handle:
Handle contains two arms which is connected to the frame
and it controls the motion of the wheels.
Transmission shaft:
The shaft length was adjusted from 500mm to 1200mm to
accommodate the frame and handle .
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